Trio of Los Angeles raw food advocates reportedly charged with raw milk conspiracy (update 1)
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(NaturalNews) The raid on Rawsome Foods by a combined force of agents from the FDA, LA County Dept of Agriculture, CDC and the LA County Sheriff's office wasn't the only SWAT-style armed raid that took place today. Sharon Palmer, a mom and owner of Healthy Family Farms was also arrested and taken to jail. A third woman, Victoria Bloch, the LA County liaison for the Weston A Price Foundation (www.WestonPrice.org), was also reportedly arrested, NaturalNews has learned.

Sharon Palmer is being charged with "mislabeling cheese," NaturalNews has learned. (Yes, mislabeling cheese! This earns you an armed raid in America today, even while the real crooks in Washington run free...) This is not on the top of the conspiracy charge which has been leveled against all three (James, Sharon and Victoria).

Victoria Bloch is being charged with conspiracy under Section 182A of the California penal code (http://lawonclic.com/california/pe...), which states that that law applies "if two or more persons conspire to commit any crime."

As NaturalNews previously reported (http://www.naturalnews.com/033220_R_...), the SWAT-style raid was conducted like a terrorist operation, where the cops immediately went after Rawsome's cash and then began vandalizing and destroying the store's entire inventory. This raid was an act of terrorism against a legitimate, ethical business selling wholesome, healthful products to a very happy group of members.

A massive public protest on the front steps of the LA courthouse is being planned for the morning of August 4th, where James Stewart was promised a hearing before a judge. NaturalNews is calling on its readers and supporters to join in this protest to help send a message to the law enforcement tyrants that we will not tolerate our health food stores being terrorized by criminal cops and rogue federal agencies. We will announce the time and place of the protest as soon as we are provided the details. Watch for that announcement here on NaturalNews.com or on our Facebook page: www.Facebook.com/HealthRanger

Video coverage of the event is being provided by a contributing reporter whose name we will reveal after the video reports are filed (in order to protect him from possible oppression by L.A. law enforcement thugs).

Matt Drudge is linking to this story from www.DrudgeReport.com and Alex Jones is also covering it from www.IntoVasts.com.

We've also posted a CounterThink cartoon on this raw milk topic. You can view the cartoon at: http://counterthink.com/Raw_Milk_Li...

Spread the word, folks. Enough is enough! We must take a stand against this government-run campaign of terror against health food retailers. It is time to stop government-run terrorism against health food stores.

It's time we fought back and let these criminal-food control tyrants know we will not be treated like food slaves by a corrupt, criminally-run government that wishes to force everyone to drink DEAD MILK and DEAD CHEESE (which they know causes disease).

This is it. Friends! Big Government has declared war on the innocent. The Obama administration, which has already gone out of its way to promote yet more GMOs in the food supply, is now overseeing government-sponsored terrorism against the health food movement. If you don't take a stand against this, you might as well lay down, surrender to Big Brother, and eat your soggy green...
Wellness Center at www.ConsumerWellness.org where 100% of the donations go directly to their legal defense.

Thank you all for your sharing of these stories and your concerns. We are fighting for our basic rights and freedoms against a police state cabal of criminals who now run our federal government and will stop at nothing to turn innocent citizens into guinea pigs.
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